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Observations of comets and chondritic porous interplanetary dust particles (CP IDPs, grains
likely shed from comets), as well as of protoplanetary disks, show that a large fraction of the
submicrometer silicate grains in these objects are Mg-rich crystalline silicates. Here we review
observations of the mineralogy and crystallinity of cometary grains and anhydrous CP IDPs,
including new spectroscopy of the dust liberated by the Deep Impact experiment on 9P/Tempel.
Some key results of these observations are that crystalline silicates are very Mg-rich, and in
most disks (including the solar system’s) a gradient in the silicate crystalline fraction exists.
We discuss the mechanisms by which Mg-rich crystals can be produced in protoplanetary disks,
including complete evaporation followed by slow recondensation or reduction of Fe in Mg-Fe
silicates (possibly facilitated by C combustion to CO or CO2), combined with thermal anneal-
ing. Finally, we discuss how these processes might occur in protoplanetary disks. We conclude
that there are three viable scenarios that may operate in protoplanetary disks to produce Mg-
rich crystalline silicates with a crystallinity gradient: (1) Steady-state conditions can maintain
temperatures high enough in the inner disk (<a few AU) to evaporate dust and allow it to re-
condense; this must be followed by moderately effective outward radial transport of the dust
produced. (2) Transient heating events, probably shocks, may evaporate dust in the outer disk
(<tens of AU) and allow it to recondense over timescales of hours to days, directly producing
Mg-rich silicates; alternatively, it may recondense rapidly but be thermally annealed by a sec-
ond event. (3) Transient heating events (shocks) may heat amorphous Mg-Fe silicates only to
≈1200–1400 K, enough to anneal the dust without destroying it; excess Fe in the silicate must
be simultaneously reduced to Fe metal. On the other hand, the presence and characteristics of
volatile and refractory organics in cometary materials demonstrate that a significant fraction of
the outer disk mass sustained low temperatures (~30–150 K), and so did not pass through the
hottest, inner regions of the disk in the early collapse phase nor was shocked. All models are
as yet too incomplete for us to favor any of them: Outward radial transport by turbulent diffu-
sion suffers from a lack of knowledge of the cause of the turbulence, and shock models have
not been developed sufficiently to say where in disks shocks can heat or vaporize dust, and for
how long. All processes might be simultaneously occurring in disks. What is clear is that com-
etary grains and anhydrous CP IDPs contain a component of dust — crystalline Mg-rich sili-
cates — that necessarily saw very high temperatures, either by large-scale radial excursions
through the solar nebula disk, or by very energetic transient heating events in the comet-form-
ing zone.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data on comets and interplanetary dust particles of prob-
able cometary origin show that amorphous and crystalline
silicates were abundant in the protosolar disk. While amor-
phous silicates are abundant in the interstellar medium
(ISM), crystalline silicates are rare. In interstellar clouds in
our galactic disk, amorphous silicates contain magnesium
(Mg) and iron (Fe). In contrast to ISM Mg-Fe amorphous
silicates, crystalline silicates in comets and protoplanetary
disks are Mg-rich and Fe-poor. In the solar nebula, Mg-rich
crystalline silicates formed as the result of high-temperature
(>1000 K) processes.

Comet nuclei are the most primitive icy bodies in the
solar system, having suffered no postaccretion aqueous or
thermal alteration and minimal alteration by cosmic rays
and collisions. When perturbed into orbits that pass comet
nuclei close to the Sun, nuclear ices, trapped volatile gases,
and dust grains are released into a cometary comae. At he-
liocentric distances of ~1 AU, 0.1-µm silicate grains in com-
etary comae reach radiative equilibrium temperatures of
<400 K (Fig. 1) (Harker et al., 2002), insufficient to anneal
amorphous silicates. Therefore, Mg-rich crystalline silicates
formed in the solar nebula prior to their incorporation into
cometary nuclei (Hanner et al., 1994).

Cometary nuclei also contain materials from the proto-
solar disk that never saw temperatures above ~30–150 K.
For example, in cometary comae the ortho-to-para ratio of
H2O and NH2 demonstrate that cometary nuclei contain
water ice and ammonia ice that last equilibrated at ~30 K
(Kawakita et al., 2004b). At sufficiently large heliocentric
distances where water ice survives in the coma (rh > 3 AU),
amorphous water ice has been detected in the near-infra-
red reflection spectra of comets C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp)
(Davies et al., 1997) and C/2004 T7 (LINEAR) (Kawakita
et al., 2004a). Amorphous water ice has never experienced
temperatures above its crystallization temperature of ~150 K.

Cometary nuclei accreted from the colder, icy regions
of the solar nebula, beyond the snow line (>5–100 AU). The
incorporation into cometary nuclei of low-temperature
materials, e.g., amorphous water ice, and high-temperature
materials, i.e., crystalline silicates, implies that high-tem-
perature materials had to be radially transported from hotter
regions of the disk to the colder regions, prior to their accre-
tion into cometary nuclei. If transient heating events, such
as shocks, occurred and formed crystalline silicates, then
there had to be mixing between the shocked and unshocked
regions.

Crystalline silicates are seen in external protoplanetary
disk systems, and now are thought to be tracers of thermal
processing at high temperatures (>1000 K) and of radial
transport of grains (e.g., Furlan et al., 2005; Wooden et al.,
2005). Infrared (IR) spectral features occur with remarkable
similarity in comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and in the pro-
toplanetary disk around Herbig Ae/Be star HD 100546 at
wavelengths 11.2, 19.5, 23.5, and 33.5 µm (Bouwman et al.,
2003), which are attributable to Mg-rich crystalline silicates
(Koike et al., 2003; Chihara et al., 2002). Mg-rich crystal-
line silicates are detected frequently in intermediate-mass
pre-main-sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars (Bouwman et al.,
2001) and are present in some low-mass pre-main-sequence
T Tauri stars (Furlan et al., 2005; Honda et al., 2004).

Understanding the formation conditions of Mg-rich crys-
talline silicates in the protosolar disk sets the context for
interpreting Mg-rich crystalline silicate features in external
protoplanetary disks. Mg-rich crystalline silicates are pres-
ent in the most primitive solar system materials — comets,
anhydrous chondritic porous (CP) interplanetary dust parti-
cles (IDPs) of probable cometary origins, and type 3.0 chon-
drites (Brearley, 1989; Scott and Krot, 2005; Wooden et al.,
2005). On the other hand, Fe-rich crystalline silicates are
abundant in meteoritic materials that have experienced “sec-
ondary formation” mechanisms, such as thermal (~500 K)
and aqueous alteration (Scott and Krot, 2005) on asteroi-
dal parent bodies. Therefore, Mg-rich crystalline silicates
are “primary formation” products of thermal processing in
the protosolar disk (>1000 K), by either condensation or
annealing. Vaporization of ISM Mg-Fe amorphous silicates
followed by condensation thermodynamically favors the
formation of Mg-rich crystalline silicates and Fe-metal, thus
transforming the reservoir in which the Fe resides from
within silicates to a separate mineral phase.

Annealing, i.e., the devitrification of amorphous silicates
into crystalline silicates by heating, does not change the
chemical composition (stoichiometry) of the grain: Mg-rich
amorphous silicates anneal to Mg-rich crystalline silicates
and Fe-rich amorphous silicates anneal to Fe-rich crystalline
silicates. The formation of Mg-rich crystalline silicates from
the protosolar disk’s reservoir of ISM Mg-Fe amorphous
silicates by annealing requires a mechanism to metamor-
phose Mg-Fe silicates into Mg-rich silicates. When Mg-Fe
silicates are heated in the presence of elemental carbon (C),
the C combusts to CO or CO2 and FeO in the silicates is re-
duced to Fe-metal. Reduction of Fe is one “primary forma-

Fig. 1. GEMS with D-rich amorphous carbonaceous material
(C) in an anhydrous CP IDP (L2009*E2) [Fig. 3 of Keller et al.
(2000)].
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tion” mechanism that may contribute to the viability of the
annealing scenario for the formation of Mg-rich crystalline
silicates from ISM Mg-Fe amorphous silicates.

The abundance of carbon in CP IDPs is on average
~12 wt%, which is 2–3× more than the most primitive CI
chondrites (Thomas et al., 1994, 1996; Keller et al., 2004).
In CP IDPs, carbon takes the forms of amorphous or poorly
graphitized carbon and organic matter. The carbonaceous
matter appears as coatings on single mineral crystals or as
the matrix that “glues” the CP IDP aggregate together.

There is a potential link between the primary thermal
processing of silicates and carbonaceous matter in the proto-
solar disk: C combusts to CO or CO2, consuming oxygen
and driving the reduction of Fe2+ in silicates to surface Fe-
metal and silica. Surface Fe-metal is an important catalyst
for the formation of organic molecules. Heating may trans-
form organic materials to elemental carbon. Comets being
more abundant in carbon than CI chondrites suggests that
materials in the colder, outer protosolar disk regions prob-
ably provided carbon to the inner disk or to regions of
shocks for primary thermal processing.

Understanding the origins of cometary materials provides
a basis for interpreting silicate crystallinity and mineralogy
and carbonceous species in terms of the physical conditions
under which dust grain materials formed and aggregated,
and were transported in our protosolar disk and in external
protoplanetary disks. The properties of silicates and carbona-
ceous species in cometary comae and in anhydrous CP IDPs
are presented in section 2. Plausible formation scenarios for
Mg-rich crystalline silicates, including condensation, and
annealing combined with Fe reduction are discussed in sec-
tion 3. Models for protoplanetary disks and for shock heating
in the protosolar disk are presented in the context of crys-
talline silicate formation scenarios in section 4. Conclusions
are presented in section 5.

2. COMET GRAINS AND ANHYDROUS
CHONDRITIC POROUS INTERPLANETARY

DUST PARTICLES

We utilize a combination of investigative techniques,
including remote sensing of cometary comae materials, in
situ mass spectrometer measurements on flyby spacecraft,
and laboratory investigations of anhydrous CP IDPs to as-
semble the inventory of cometary carbonaceous and sili-
ceous grain materials. Three types of cometary grain ma-
terials are presented based on their degree of volatility:
volatile organics, refractory organics, and refractory min-
erals. The volatile organics have such short lifetimes that
they are only observable in cometary comae. The refractory
organic material survives transit through cometary comae
into the interplanetary medium and is present in CP IDPs.
Cometary refractory organics may be a mixture of presolar
organics and organics formed by “primary” processes in the
early solar nebula. Cometary refractory organic matter con-
stitutes the matrix of anhydrous CP IDPs that “glues” the
refractory minerals together. Cometary refractory minerals

are the Mg-Fe amorphous and Mg-rich crystalline silicates
and amorphous carbon detected in cometary comae grains,
as well as FeS found in anhydrous CP IDPs, and less abun-
dantly silica (SiO2) in aggregate GEMS (Keller et al., 2005).
The refractory minerals represent relic ISM Mg-Fe amor-
phous silicates and Mg-rich crystalline silicates that formed
in “primary” thermal processes including condensation and
annealing.

To date, the best-studied laboratory samples of the most
primitive solar system materials are anhydrous CP IDPs
collected in Earth’s stratosphere. Anhydrous CP IDPs are
thought to be of cometary origin (Hanner and Bradley,
2004; Wooden, 2002; Joswiak et al., 1996) because (1) they
contain organic materials with deuterium-to-hydrogen (D/
H) isotopic ratios that vary on submicrometer scales, rang-
ing from subsolar deuterium (D) (<–400‰) to enormous
D-enriched materials (>3000‰) of presolar origin (Messen-
ger, 2000; Keller et al., 2000); (2) they have relatively high
atmospheric entrance velocities (v ≥ 16 km s–1) (Brownlee
et al., 1995; Nier and Schlutter, 1993), which imply they
were released from comets on more eccentric orbits than
asteroid bodies; (3) they possess anhydrous silicate mineral
grains (Bradley, 1988); (4) they have highly porous aggre-
gate structures (Bradley, 1988); (5) they are unequilibrated
aggregates, i.e., aggregates of mineral species that would not
exist as adjacent subgrains if heating had occurred after the
grains had aggregated; and (6) their refractory mineral sub-
grains include some of the most primitive materials known
in the solar nebula, including GEMS subgrains (nonstoichio-
metric Mg-Fe noncrystalline or amorphous silicates referred
to as glasses with embedded metal and sulfides); submicro-
meter domains of partially melted silicates, Si-rich material,
and FeS (Keller and Messenger, 2005); submicrometer do-
mains of microcrystalline minerals of similar composition
called “equilibrated aggregates”; single crystal FeS (Keller
et al., 2000); and single crystal silicate minerals with Mg
contents higher than any other solar nebula materials (Brad-
ley et al., 1999b).

Anhydrous CP IDPs are held together by a matrix of or-
ganic materials: Anhydrous CP IDP subgrains were ex-
posed to either high or low temperatures prior to but not
subsequent to grain aggregation. The properties of anhy-
drous CP IDPs reveals that primary thermal processes and
radial transport was happening to submicrometer-sized grain
material at the time grains were aggregating, prior to their
accretion into cometesimals. Within this next year, labora-
tory studies of grains collected from the coma of Jupiter-
family comet 81P/Wild 2 by the Stardust Comet Sample
Return Mission will add significantly to our knowledge of
anhydrous CP IDPs.

2.1. Semirefractory Organic Grain Species Produce
“Distributed” Sources in Cometary Comae

The greatest alteration to the semirefractory organic grain
species in comets occurs in cometary comae (Mann et al.,
2005). In many but not all comets, gaseous species are ob-
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served in comae to be more radially extended than the dust
(Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2004; Bockelée-Morvan and Cro-
visier, 2002). These radially “extended” sources of volatile
gases are thought to be “distributed” into cometary comae
by dust grains: Molecular species are hypothesized to ap-
pear in the coma as a result of the desorption of an organic
grain component(s) after a finite lifetime (typically hours at
<3–4 AU) (Bockelée-Morvan and Crovisier, 2002; DiSanti
et al., 2001). The production rates from distributed sources
can be similar in magnitude to the production rates of “na-
tive” volatile gases released from the nucleus. To date, the
carriers of the distributed sources are a great mystery in
cometary science. Different species appear as distributed
sources depending on the heliocentric (rh) distance of the
comet. In comet Hale-Bopp, the molecular species that were
observed to be “distributed” were at 5–14 AU, CO; at 3–
5 AU, CO, H2O, CH3OH, and H2CO; at <3 AU, H2CO,
HCN, OCS, and SO, and other species; and at <1.5 AU, CO,
CN, and C2. Understanding the carriers of the distributed
sources is important to translating comae abundances into
nuclear abundances and assessing the solar nebula reservoir
out of which comets accreted.

Grain aggregates may fragment in comae when distrib-
uted sources are released as the organic materials that serve
as the “glue” that binds aggregates of mineral subgrains to-
gether desorb (Jessberger et al., 2001; Harker et al., 2002).
The inner coma of comet 1P/Halley (8900–29000 km) had
~2.4× the abundance of organic matter (CHON particles)
than the outer coma (29000–40000 km), according to the
Vega 1 flyby mass spectrometer measurements of ~1 ng of
comae cluster grains (Fomenkova et al., 1994). Distributed
sources in cometary comae may be the primary tool for in-
vestigating the semirefractory organic grain species extant
in the early solar nebula.

2.2. Refractory Organic Materials in Comet
Grains and in Anhydrous Chondritic Porous
Interplanetary Dust Particles

One-half of the carbon in anhydrous CP IDPs is in or-
ganic materials. The other half of the carbon is elemental
C in the form of amorphous or poorly graphitized carbon
(Flynn et al., 2003; Thomas et al., 1996). On average, an-
hydrous CP IDPs are ~6 wt% amorphous carbon. Given the
extreme variability in the C wt% in an individual anhydrous
CP IDP, these laboratory measurements of anhydrous CP
IDPs agree well with the amorphous carbon mass fraction
of 7–12 wt% deduced for comet Hale-Bopp at 0.95–2.8 AU
from thermal emission model fits to observed IR spectral en-
ergy distributions (Harker et al., 2002, 2004) (section 2.3).

Understanding the composition of cometary organic re-
fractory materials is important because (1) these materials
probably are the precursors of primitive meteoritic organ-
ics and by comparison reveal the effects of primary ther-
mal processing on organics, and (2) these materials are the
best representative samples of solid-phase organics formed
in the ISM (Keller et al., 2004). Cometary refractory or-

ganic grain species are best studied with laboratory inves-
tigations of anhydrous CP IDPs, in situ measurements, and
comet sample return missions (Stardust). To date, there is no
direct spectroscopic detection of a refractory organic grain
species in cometary comae: a 3.4-µm feature seen in a few
comets including Halley, C/1989 X1 (Austin), C/1990 K1
(Levy), and the Deep Impact-induced ejecta of comet 9P/
Tempel (A’Hearn et al., 2005). The 3.4-µm feature is partly
attributable to methanol, with the remainder of the band
arising from gas-phase fluorescence and not from refractory
organics (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 1995, 2004). An indirect
assessment of the cometary refractory organic grain compo-
nent comes from models for the observed visible light scat-
tering and polarization of comet comae, which require a
highly absorbing organic grain mantle (Kimura et al., 2003).

In the coma of comet Halley, refractory organics were
studied in situ by the mass spectrometers on Vega 1, Vega 2,
and Puma 1, and found to contain primarily C, H, O, and
N with a wide variation in relative elemental abundances.
Halley’s so-called “CHON” particles were more abundant
in the inner coma and constituted ~25% of the total popu-
lation of cluster particles, with another ~25% being CHON-
free siliceous particles (Schulze et al., 1997) and 50% be-
ing mixtures of CHON and silicecous materials (Kissel,
1999). While the majority (~70%) of the CHON clusters
were kerogen-like organic compounds (Fomenkova, 1999),
a significant minority was elemental carbon (19%) and hy-
drocarbons (10%) (Fomenkova et al., 1994). The heteroge-
neity of the chemical properties of the CHON refractory
organics is incompatible with their formation in the same
protosolar disk environment: Halley’s nucleus accreted re-
fractory organic materials that formed in different spatial
regions, e.g., the ISM, the prenatal molecular cloud, and the
protosolar disk, or experienced different thermal histories
(Fomenkova et al., 1994).

In anhydrous CP IDPs, carbonacous material occurs in
three different morphologies: (1) as thin (0.01-µm) coat-
ings on single mineral crystals, (2) as discrete submicro-
meter- to micrometer-sized domains (carbonaceous units),
and (3) as the matrix (~0.5-µm coatings or domains) that
apparently “glue” subgrains together (Flynn et al., 2003).
Individual CP IDPs are found to have a wide range (2–
90 wt%) of carbon abundances (Thomas et al., 1994, 1996;
Flynn et al., 2003, 2004; Keller et al., 2004). The average
carbon abundance determined for 100 CP IDPs is ~12 wt%,
which is a factor of 2–3× more than CI chondrites. For a
sample of 19 IDPs, on average 30–50% of the carbon is in
organic species with either aliphatic hydrocarbons (1–
3 wt%) or carbonyl (C=O) bonds (~2 wt%) (Flynn et al.,
2004). In anhydrous CP IDPs the aliphatic hydrocarbon is
the carrier of the D enrichments (Keller et al., 2004). The
aliphatic hydrocarbons, i.e., chains of CH2 bonds with ter-
minal ends of CH3 groups, have approximately the same
mean aliphatic chain lengths in anhydrous CP IDPs and hy-
drous CP IDPs, but are longer than in the Murchison CI
chondrite (Flynn et al., 2003). Analyses of three anhydrous
CP IDPs suggests that the organic matter is more compli-
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cated (containing two C=O groups) than in hydrous CP IDPs
and the Orgueil CI meteorite (Flynn et al., 2004).

The large variations in the D and 15N enrichments in the
matrices of anhydrous CP IDPs indicate that the organic ma-
terials have experienced various degrees of thermal proc-
essing and are a mixture of protosolar disk and presolar ma-
terials (Keller et al., 2004). On submicrometer size scales, D
enrichments range from subchondritic (–400‰) to strongly
enriched (>+10,000) (Keller et al., 2004; Messenger et al.,
1996). In one anhydrous CP IDP fragment, high 15N/14N
isotopic ratios occur in a more refractory phase than the D-
rich material, perhaps bonded to the relatively rare aromatic
hydrocarbons (Keller et al., 2004). The differences between
the anhydrous CP IDP organics and organics in primitive
carbonceous meteorites (e.g., Kerridge, 1999) indicates that
thermal processing (1) converts aliphatic hydrocarbons from
longer to shorter chains; (2) converts alphatic bonds to aro-
matic bonds; and (3) alters the organic material with C=O
bonds (Flynn et al., 2003).

2.3. Silicate Mineralogy and Amorphousness Versus
Crystallinity in Comets and in Anhydrous Chondritic
Porous Interplanetary Dust Particles

Infrared spectra of comet comae, laboratory studies of
anhydrous CP IDPs, and in situ measurements of Halley’s
coma all indicate that the predominant refractory minerals
are amorphous carbon (also discussed in section 2.2) and
silicates with compositions similar to olivine, (Mgy,Fe(1–y))2
SiO4, and pyroxene, (Mgx,Fe(1–x))SiO3. Specifically, olivines
can be considered as solid solutions of Mg2SiO4 (y = 1) and
Fe2SiO4 (y = 0), respectively named forsterite (Fo100) and
fayalite (Fo0). In the nomenclature of mineralogists, olivine
is crystalline, and Fo100–Fo92 is “forsterite” (Henning et al.,
2005). Olivine crystals in cometary materials, however, have
higher Mg contents (Fo98) than in any other solar system
materials (Bradley et al., 1999b). Because of this distinc-
tion, we will denote Mg-rich for 1.0 ≥ y ≥ 0.9 and Mg-Fe
for y ≈ 0.5, and in certain cases, we will use the correspond-
ing notation Fo100–Fo90 and Fo50. Correspondingly, pyrox-
enes range from pure-Mg enstatite (x = 1) to pure-Fe ferro-
silite (x = 0), denoted En100 and En0, respectively.

By comparison with laboratory minerals, the predomi-
nant 9.7-µm silicate feature in comets is attributed to Mg-
Fe amorphous olivine, and the short wavelength rise on the
feature is attributed to Mg-Fe amorphous pyroxene (Hanner
et al., 1994; Wooden et al., 1999, 2005; Wooden, 2002; Har-
ker et al., 2002, 2004; Hanner and Bradley, 2004). In amor-
phous olivine and pyroxene, the vibrational stretching and
bending modes of the Si-O bonds produce the 10-µm and
20-µm features, respectively. At any single comet observa-
tion epoch, all coma grains are at the same heliocentric dis-
tance and the IR emission from the coma is optically thin, so
the observed flux density, especially the ratio of the 10-µm/
20-µm features, constrains the grain temperatures. Radiative
equilibrium grain temperatures (Tdust) are strongly dependent
on the absorptivity (Qabs) of sunlight at visible and near-IR

wavelengths (Fig. 4), and weakly dependent on grain radius
(Tdust ∝ a1/5), so grain temperatures probe the optical prop-
erties of the grains. From their grain temperatures, cometary
amorphous silicates are deduced to have 0.5 ≤ x = y ≤ 0.7
(Harker et al., 2002), i.e., they have approximately chon-
dritic (x = y = 0.5) Mg and Fe contents.

Most cometary silicate features are more “flat-topped”
than amorphous silicate features (Colangeli et al., 1995): IR
spectroscopy first detected the 11.2-µm crystalline olivine
feature in comet 1P/Halley (Campins and Ryan, 1989). The
resonant features from crystalline silicates are narrower than
features from amorphous silicates. Strong far-IR features
at 19.5, 23.5, and 33.5 µm, and weaker features at 16 and
27.5 µm, from Mg-rich crystalline olivine (Mgy,Fe(1–y))2SiO4
with y ≥ 0.9 were detected first in the ISO SWS spectra
of comet Hale-Bopp at 2.8 AU preperihelion (Fig. 3), pro-
viding irrefutable confirmation of the identification of the
11.2- and 10.0-µm features with Mg-rich crystalline olivine
(Crovisier et al., 1997). The mineralogical decomposition
of the 10-µm silicate feature of comet Hale-Bopp is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 2. Features from Mg-rich crystalline py-
roxene (Mgx,Fe(1–x))SiO3 with x ≥ 0.9 were detected at 9.3
and 10.5 µm in groundbased mid-IR spectra of Hale-Bopp at
0.93 AU, when the comet was close to perihelion (Wooden
et al., 1999; Harker et al., 2002, 2004). The wavelengths
of the features observed in comets are consistent with high-
Mg-content crystals, (0.9 ≤ x = y ≤ 1.0) (Koike et al., 2003;
Chihara et al., 2002). In comets, the Mg content of the crys-
talline silicates is significantly greater than in the amorphous
silicates.

The relative abundances of refractory mineral grains are
derived by χ2-fitting thermal emission models to observed
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) (Harker et al., 2002,
2004; Wooden et al., 2004). The best-fit thermal emission
model for comet Hale-Bopp at 2.8 AU is shown in Fig. 3.
The derived relative abundances depend on the relative grain
temperatures, which depend on the mineralogy and Mg con-
tents. Mg-rich crystals are more transparent at optical and
near-IR wavelengths than Mg-Fe amorphous silicates,which
are more transparent than amorphous carbon and Fe-metal
grains (Fig. 4). A Mg-rich crystal absorbs sunlight less effi-
ciently than a Mg-Fe amorphous silicate of the same grain
radius (a), so a Mg-rich crystal has a lower radiative equilib-
rium temperature and emits less flux (Fλ = πa2πBλ(Tdust)
Qλ(a)). A Mg-rich crystal is harder to detect than a warmer
Mg-Fe amorphous silicate grain of the same size. Therefore,
the silicate crystalline fraction fcryst, i.e., the mass ratio of
submicrometer Mg-rich crystals to the sum of submicrome-
ter amorphous and crystalline silicates, needs to be greater
than ~0.5 for Mg-rich crystals to be detected (in IR spectra
with a spectral resolution of R ~ 100 and signal-to-noise ra-
tio of ~100).

Relatively high crystalline mass fractions are deduced for
the submicrometer portion of the grain size distribution in
Oort cloud comets: For Hale-Bopp, fcryst = 0.6–0.8 (Harker
et al., 2002, 2004) and for C/2001 Q4 (NEAT) fcryst = 0.7
(Wooden et al., 2004); for Hale-Bopp, fcryst = 0.79, 0.67, and
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Fig. 2. The 10-µm silicate feature of Comet Hale-Bopp at
0.93 AU on 1997 April 10 UT, shown as the flux divided by a
blackbody (BB) fitted to the λ ≤ 8.4 and λ ≥ 12.4-µm emission,
is compared with the progressive addition of (a) amorphous car-
bon (light solid line) and Mg-Fe amorphous olivine (Fo50) (short
dash); (b) Mg-rich crystalline olivine (Fo90) (solid); (c) Mg-Fe
amorphous pyroxene (En50) (long dash); (d) Mg-rich crystalline
orthopyroxene (Fo90) (dotted) [cf. Fig. 6 of Wooden et al. (1999)].

Fig. 3. SED (λFλ vs. λ) of groundbased photometry (squares)
and spectra (circles), and ISO SWS (thick gray line) data of Comet
Hale-Bopp at 2.8 AU plotted with the best-fit thermal emission
model (heavy line). SED is the sum of scattered sunlight (≤5 µm)
and thermal emission (≥3 µm) from a size distribution [slope =
–3.4, peak grain radius ap = 0.2 µm (Hanner, 1983), 0.1 µm ≤ a ≤
100 µm] of discrete mineral grains: porous grains of amorphous
carbon (solid), amorphous Mg-Fe olivine (Fo50) (short dash), amor-
phous Mg-Fe pyroxene (En50) (long dash), and 0.1–1-µm solid
crystalline Mg-rich olivine (Fo90) (solid). Adapted from Harker
et al. (2002, 2004).

0.60 in Figs. 2, 5, and 3, respectively. In contrast, the crys-
talline mass fraction (fcryst = 0.35) deduced for the subsur-
face layers of the nucleus of Jupiter-family comet 9P/Tem-
pel, which were ejected when the Deep Impact Mission hit
the comet (Fig. 5) (Harker et al., 2005b), is lower than for
Oort cloud comets. Oort cloud comets and Jupiter-family
comets were ejected from the transjovian and transneptu-
nian regions of our protoplanetary disk out to the Oort cloud
and Kuiper belt, respectively (Gomes, 2003; Morbidelli and
Levison, 2003). Comparing fcryst for Oort cloud and Jupiter-
family comets implies a radial dependence to fcryst possi-
bly existed in the protosolar disk (Harker et al., 2005b).

Submicrometer solid crystals produce the shapes of the
observed IR resonances, so the ratio of the mass of sub-
micrometer crystals to the total mass of submicrometer sili-
cates defines the crystalline fraction (Harker et al., 2002).
Nevertheless, a size distribution of grains that includes larger
(10–100-µm-radii) amorphous silicates contributes to the
observed SEDs. If we try to mimic grain aggregates with a
grain size distribution that contains submicrometer crystals
as well as submicrometer- to 100-µm-radii amorphous sili-
cate grains, we may underestimate the crystalline fraction.
In fact, crystals may be effectively spectroscopically hidden
within larger aggregates:  IR spectral features of anhydrous
CP IDP thin sections reveal resonances of stronger contrast
than bulk particles (Molster et al., 2001; Bradley et al.,
1999c). Given these caveats, a grain size distribution span-
ning radii of 0.1–10 µm, rather than just the 0.1–1-µm
grains, yields lower crystalline mass fractions:  fcryst = 0.4
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for Hale-Bopp, and fcryst = 0.2 for 9P/Tempel, which is still
higher than fcryst < 0.02 deduced for any other Jupiter-fam-
ily comet (Sugita et al., 2005). A significantly lower crys-
talline mass fraction of fcryst = 0.075 is derived for Hale-
Bopp using a grain size distribution with submicrometer
crystals, submicrometer- to ~100-µm-radii amorphous min-
erals, and nonspherical particle shapes (Min et al., 2005a).

In situ mass spectrometer measurements of Halley do not
reveal the amorphousness or crystallinity of the comae grains
(Kissel, 1999), but do yield the relative mass fractions of
elements (Mg, Si, S, Fe), whose relative ratios reveal the
possible minerals present. Given (Mg + Fe):Si = 1 for py-
roxene and 2 for olivine, the mass spectrometer measure-
ments (Table 2 of Schulze et al., 1997; Schulze and Kissel,
1992) indicate that the dominant (>50% by mass) refractory
mineral is Mg-rich pyroxene (0.8 > x > 0.9). Also present
are significant mass fractions (~25%) of Mg-Fe olivine (y =
0.5) and smaller mass fractions of pure-Mg olivine (~5%),
FeS (~10%), and Fe-metal grains (~3%) (Schulze et al.,
1997). Most (70%) of the iron is in Fe or FeS grains, with

the remaining fraction (30%) being in siliceous grains; some
siliceous grains also contain S. Due to the similarities in Fe
content, the Mg-Fe olivine in situ to Halley may be the Mg-
Fe amorphous silicates detected in IR spectra of comets.

Anhydrous CP IDPs are important comparison materials
for fine-tuning our understanding of the refractory minerals
in cometary dust. The dominant refractory mineral phases in
anhydrous CP IDPs are Mg-rich crystalline silicates, GEMS
(section 2) (Bradley et al., 1999c), Fe-sulfides (Keller et al.,
2000), and amorphous or poorly graphitized carbon. Submi-
crometer- and micrometer-sized single crystals of Mg-rich
pyroxene and olivine can constitute 20–30% of mass of an
anhydrous CP IDP. For example, IDP L2009*E2 (Fig. 1) has
5–10% by mass Mg-rich crystalline silicates.

Infrared spectra of the major mineral phases in anhy-
drous CP IDPs have features at the same wavelengths as the
IR spectra of comets (Bradley et al., 1992, 1999a,c; Wooden
et al., 2000; Keller and Flynn, 2003). The 10-µm absorp-
tion spectrum derived from the average of 19 anhydrous CP
IDPs (Fig. 6) has features at the same wavelengths as in the
10-µm emission spectrum of comets Hale-Bopp and 9P/
Tempel (Fig. 5). Crystalline olivine and pyroxene are more
Mg-rich than in other primitive solar system laboratory
samples (carbonaceous chondrites, Antarctic micrometeor-
ites) (Bradley et al., 1999b). The wavelength positions of
the far-IR spectral resonances in one anhydrous CP IDP thin
section (Fig. 7), however, reveal a domain of microcrystal-
line olivine of Fo75 that is less than Fo90–100 deduced for
crystalline olivine in comet Hale-Bopp.

Fig. 4. Optical properties of minerals given by (a) the imaginary
index of refraction, k, and by grain absorptivities (Qabs(λ)) for
grains of (b) 0.1-µm radii and (c) 1-µm radii. From the most ab-
sorptive to least absorptive minerals (top to bottom at 1 µm): iron
(dotted line); amorphous carbon (solid line); Mg-Fe amorphous
olivine (Fo50) (dash-dot); kerogen type II organic (short dash)
(Khare et al., 1990); Mg-Fe amorphous pyroxene (En50) (solid
line); Mg-rich amorphous pyroxene (En95) (long dash); and Mg-
rich crystalline olivine (Fo100) (dash-dash-dot). From Wooden et
al. (2005).

Fig. 5. Crystalline silicate features in the 10-µm spectra of Oort
cloud comet Hale-Bopp (top, 1.7 AU post-perihelion) and in the
Deep Impact-induced ejecta of Jupiter-family comet 9P/Tempel
(bottom, 1.5 AU, 1 h after impact). From Fig. 2 of Harker et al.
(2005b).
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In anhydrous CP IDPs, iron is contained in macroscopic
(micrometer-sized) FeS crystals and nanophase Fe and FeS
in GEMS. Sulfur is concentrated in Fe-sulfides (Flynn et al.,
2004). FeS is most frequently observed toward the outer sur-
faces of GEMS than the centers. This gradient may be a
consequence of S diffusion into the GEMS, while in the so-
lar nebula (L. Keller, personal communication).

When detailed laboratory studies of dozens of individual
anhydrous CP IDPs are compared to the properties of comae
grains deduced from IR spectroscopy alone, we find that
anhydrous CP IDPs are similar to comae grains in that they
contain (a) GEMS and Mg-Fe amorphous silicates, respec-
tively; (b) Mg-rich crystalline olivine and Mg-rich crystal-
line orthopyroxene; and (c) amorphous carbon. At the same
time, anhydrous CP IDPs are different in that they contain
(d) more enstatite than forsterite (Keller et al., 2004; Keller
and Flynn, 2003); (e) a matrix composed of not only amor-
phous carbon but also refractory organics that are not de-
tected spectroscopically; (f) domains of Mg-rich crystalline
olivine with lower Mg contents compared to that deduced
from IR spectra (far-IR comparison in Fig. 7); and (g) FeS
single crystals (Keller et al., 2000). In situ measurements of
a nanogram of mass of Halley’s comae grains are in con-
currence with studies of anhydrous CP IDPs in that they
contain (d), (e), and (g), while (f) is not determinable from
mass spectrometer measurements. It is important to note
than pure-Mg amorphous silicates as well as discrete Fe-
rich crystalline silicates are absent from anhydrous CP IDPs.
In summary, IR spectra do not reveal the presence of Fe or
FeS grains nor detect the refractory organic grain compo-
nent that are seen in anhydrous CP IDPs and in situ meas-
urements of comet comae.

2.4. Magnesium-Iron Amorphous Silicates
are Interstellar

Along lines-of-sight through the ISM, silicate absorp-
tion features are well-matched by Mg-Fe amorphous olivine
and pyroxene (Kemper et al., 2004, 2005). Mg-rich crystal-

line silicates are rare (<5%) (Li and Draine, 2001) to absent
(≤1.1 ± 1.1% toward the galactic center) (Kemper et al.,
2004, 2005). Detailed analysis of the ISM extinction curve
implies the presence of Mg-Fe amorphous silicates (Li and
Draine, 2001). Studies of the depletion of gas-phase atoms
into dust grains in galactic diffuse ISM clouds show Fe, Mg,
and Si are depleted together in grains, and in increasing
amounts for denser clouds (Jones, 2000; Savage and Sem-
bach, 1996). Through depletion studies, a less-refractory
dust phase that contains Mg and Si and no Fe is seen to exist
in clouds in the galactic halo above the galactic disk (Jones,
2000). The ISM silicate absorption feature toward the ga-
lactic center can be fitted by nonspherical amorphous pure-
Mg silicates as well as by spherical Mg-Fe amorphous sili-
cates (Min et al., 2005b), demonstrating that particle shape
can affect the shape of the resonances and the interpreta-
tion of the mineralogy and Mg and Fe contents. However,
the depletion studies taken together with models for the
shape of the 10-µm absorption feature imply that galactic
disk ISM silicates are Mg-Fe amorphous olivine and py-
roxene.

Fig. 6. Average absorption spectra of 19 anhydrous IDPs. See
also Fig. 2 of Keller and Flynn (2003).

Fig. 7. (a) Atomic force microscope image of Mg-rich crystals
within thin section of anhydrous CP IDP L2036V25 (10 µm ×
10 µm × 3 µm). (b) 5–50-µm transmission spectrum of IDP
L2036V25 thin section compared to pure-Mg crystalline olivine
(forsterite) and pyroxene (enstatite), and to the emission spectrum
of Comet Hale-Bopp (Crovisier et al., 1997). The Mg content of
the olivine (Mgy,Fe(1–y))2SiO4 crystals in Hale-Bopp (y ≥ 0.9) are
higher than in this IDP (y ≥ 0.75), based on the wavelengths of the
far-IR features. From Molster et al. (2003).
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Mg-Fe amorphous silicates are deduced to be dominant
components of comet comae grain populations (section 2.3),
and are present in anhydrous CP IDPs as GEMS (Bradley et
al., 1999c; Flynn et al., 2003). GEMS are not well-defined
stoichiometric olivines and pyroxenes, but have elemental
ratios suggesting a mixture of compositions spanning olivine
and pyroxene compositions (Bradley et al., 1992; Brownlee
et al., 1999; Keller and Messenger, 2004a). The absorption
feature from GEMS-rich anhydrous CP IDP material has a
similar shape as the ISM absorption feature (Fig. 8) (Brad-
ley, 1994a,b). For more than a decade, GEMS have been
considered as the prototypical ISM Mg-Fe amorphous sili-
cate (Hanner and Bradley, 2004).

A recent hypothesis that 80–90% of GEMS are “non-
equilibrium condensates that have escaped annealing and
further reaction with the gas phase (except for late sulfidiza-
tion of Fe),” which formed in the solar system (Keller and
Messenger, 2004a,b; Keller et al., 2005) implies a similar
mass of more volatile ISM organics and ices would have
been subjected to high temperatures in the protosolar disk.
However, the large abundance of ISM volatile gases and ices
(Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2000; Ehrenfreund and Charnley,
2000; Ehrenfreund et al., 2004) and organics (Keller et al.,
2003) in cometary materials refutes this concept.

An argument used to substantiate the solar system ori-
gin for both GEMS and Mg-rich crystalline silicates is that
~99% of the mass of more than 1000 subgrains of anhy-
drous CP IDPs have homogeneous solar-isotopic ratios of
17O/16O, 18O/16O, and 15N/14N (Messenger, 2000; Messen-
ger et al., 2003). Nevertheless, grains could lose the isoto-
pic signatures of their sites of origin in AGB stars, novae,
and supernovae if reformed in ISM clouds after being sput-
tered or destroyed by shocks (Jones, 2000). To date, there is
no consensus as to whether the isotopic homogeneities in
subgrains in anhydrous CP IDPs can be interpreted as evi-

dence for their formation in the protosolar disk or for grain
homogenization in the ISM (see Tielens, 2003).

Sources for ISM Mg-Fe amorphous silicates include O-
rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars and supernovae.
AGB stars primarily shed Mg-Fe amorphous silicates, but
up to 4–20% of their siliceous grains may be Mg-rich crys-
talline silicates (Kemper et al., 2001). Crystalline silicates
dispersed via stellar winds into the ISM, however, probably
are rapidly amorphized by the bombardment by cosmic rays.
Bombardment by low-energy galactic cosmic rays (few–
50 keV H+ or He+ ions) probably efficiently amorphizes
crystalline silicates (Carrez et al., 2002; Jäger et al., 2003;
Brucato et al., 2004; Bradley, 1994a; Dukes et al., 1999),
with chemical composition alteration occurring at <20 keV
(Carrez et al., 2002; Bradley, 1994a). Also, low-energy (4–
10 keV) cosmic-ray exposure can reduce iron from its stoi-
chiometric inclusion in an amorphous Mg-Fe silicate min-
eral grain to nanophase Fe metal embedded within the
Mg-rich amorphous silicate grain (Carrez et al., 2002), such
as seen in GEMS (Bradley, 1994a). Amorphization by high-
energy, heavy cosmic rays (1.5 MeV Kr+ ions) occurs at
one-fourth the dose for Fe-rich crystalline olivine (Fe2SiO4)
than for Mg-rich crystalline olivine (Mg0.88,Fe0.12)2SiO4,
and the distances from supernovae shocks traveled by MeV
cosmic rays (~2 pc) (Spitzer and Jenkins, 1975) are greater
than for keV cosmic rays, so preferential amorphization of
Fe-bearing crystalline silicates in the ISM may explain the
preponderance of Fe-bearing amorphous silicates in astro-
physical objects including comets, AGB stars, and post-
AGB environments (Jäger et al., 2003).

3. FORMING MAGNESIUM-RICH
CRYSTALS IN DISKS

In protoplanetary disks, some fraction of the initial reser-
voir of interstellar Mg-Fe amorphous silicate grains accreted
into the outer regions from the prenatal cloud core are con-
verted into the Mg-rich silicate crystals. The processes that
form pure-Mg or Mg-rich crystals are (1) vaporization fol-
lowed by gas-phase condensation of solids under conditions
that favor thermodynamically stable pure-Mg crystalline
silicate minerals in chemical equilibrium; (2) vaporization
followed by rapid nucleation and growth of amorphous Mg-
rich silicates under kinetically controlled conditions, fol-
lowed by annealing; and (3) annealing of Mg-Fe amorphous
silicates (formed by rapid condensation or interstellar in
origin) into crystalline Mg-Fe silicates coupled with reduc-
tion of Fe out of the grains under the typical reducing (as
opposed to oxidizing) conditions in the solar nebula gas.
Since neither Mg-rich amorphous silicates nor Mg-Fe crys-
talline silicates are a substantial component of cometary co-
mae or anhydrous CP IDPs, so scenarios (2) and (3) imply
~100% efficiency.

3.1. Condensation from Nebular Gases

Mg-rich crystalline silicates are thermodynamically fa-
vored to condense in hot, dense inner disks. When partial

Fig. 8. The 10-µm feature of a GEMS-rich section of an anhy-
drous CP IDP is broad (Bradley et al., 1999c), characteristic of
amorphous silicates, and is compared to the ISM feature toward
the Trapezium. From Keller et al. (2000).
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pressures of condensible materials are high enough that
kinetic barriers are overcome, often under conditions of “su-
persaturation,” molecular species nucleate into molecular
clusters and cluster growth ensues (e.g., Colangeli et al.,
2003). Rapid growth produces highly disordered particles
(Nuth et al., 2002; Rietmeijer et al., 2002). If temperatures
are high enough, clusters rearrange themselves into regular
structures or crystals (Colangeli et al., 2003), or clusters
grow “epitaxially” as crystals on preexisting crystalline
“seed” grains. Growth of single crystals from nebular gases
can explain the relatively infrequent (J. Bradley, personal
communication) platelet or ribbon forms of forsterite and
enstatite crystals in anhydrous CP IDPs (Bradley et al., 1983;
Scott and Krot, 2005; see Fig. 2 of Keller et al., 2000).

In protoplanetary disk environments where there are sus-
tained high partial pressures of refractory elements (Gross-
man, 1972; Pataev and Wood, 2005), such as in the mid-
planes of inner disks, a high proportion of crystalline min-
erals are expected to be produced. The dominant mineral
phases to condense as the gas cools are (Fig. 9) (Gail, 2003):
first, oxides, e.g., corundum or Al2O3; second, Mg-rich crys-
talline silicates, i.e., forsterite (Mg2SiO4), enstatite (MgSiO3),
and Fe-metal; third, at much cooler temperatures, troilite or
FeS.

In chemical equilbrium models, orthoenstatite is pre-
dicted to be the dominant silicate condensate (e.g., Gross-
man, 1972; Petaev and Wood, 1998). The conversion of for-
sterite into enstatite is governed by the diffusion of cations
and occurs on fairly long timescales compared to disk evo-
lution timescales: A 0.1-µm radii forsterite crystal is con-
verted into an enstatite crystal in 106 yr at ~1350 K (Gail,
2004). During 106 yr, protoplanetary disk midplanes cool

as their mass accretion rates decline (Wehrstedt and Gail,
2002; Keller and Gail, 2004), so the relatively slow forster-
ite-enstatite conversion probably does not attain chemical
equilibrium at all times throughout the protosolar disk. The
forsterite-to-enstatite ratio is diverse in primitive chondrite
matrices (Scott and Krott, 2005); appears high based on IR
spectroscopy of comet comae (Fig. 2) but low based on Hal-
ley flyby measurements; and is high in anhydrous CP IDPs
for the domains of polycrystalline “equilibrated aggregates”
(Fig. 7) but low for the larger (~0.5–5 µm) single crystals
(see Fig. 2 of Keller et al., 2000). A larger sample of high
signal-to-noise comet IR spectra as well as analyses of sam-
ples returned by the Stardust mission will provide further
constraints on the degree of forsterite enstatite conversion in
the protosolar disk.

3.2. Condensation of Amorphous Silicates

The conditions for equilibrium cannot be expected to
persist throughout the disk, as transient heating events such
as shocks are likely to occur. A higher proportion of amor-
phous silicates relative to crystalline silicates are expected
to be produced in environments characterized by low par-
tial pressures of condensable elements and rapid cooling,
e.g., in stellar outflows (Molster and Kemper, 2005), and
possibly in X-winds (Shu et al., 2001), protostellar winds
(Kenyon et al., 1991), and shocks that melt grains (Desch
and Connolly, 2002). In regions where low partial pressures
of condensable elements exist, condensation will be con-
trolled largely by kinetics, and not by thermodynamics (Gail
and Sedlmayr, 1999; Gail, 2004). Rapid growth of more
highly disordered clusters will ensue when gas temperatures
drop and supersaturation occurs.

Experiments of vapor-phase condensation from mixtures
of gases at ~1000 K form highly disordered “smokes” or
fine-grained films of magnesiosilica (MgO.SiO2) or ferro-
silica (Fe2O3 + SiO2) compositions but not Mg-Fe silicates
(Hallenbeck et al., 1998; Rietmeijer, 1998; Rietmeijer et al.,
2002; Nuth et al., 2002). Rapid condensation scenarios for
amorphous silicates in the chondrule-forming region are dis-
cussed by Nuth et al. (2005). In addition, amorphous sili-
cate minerals are formed by rapid quenching (~2000°C/s)
of a melt (Dorschner et al., 1995), by gel dissication (chem-
ical reactions forming a gelatinous precipitate) (Thompson
et al., 2002, 2003), or by vaporizing crystalline silicate min-
eral samples at ~5000 K with a pulsed laser (Brucato et al.,
1999, 2002; Fabian et al., 2000). Amorphous enstatite pre-
pared by gel desiccation have Si-O tetrahedonal “protofor-
steritic” structures (Thompson et al., 2002, 2003). Amor-
phous silicate condensates formed by laser ablation, includ-
ing forsterite, fayalite (Fe2SiO4), enstatite, and silica (SiO2),
appear to have more homogeneous mineral compositions
than vapor-phase amorphous condensates, possibly because
at higher temperatures congruent evaporation of molecular
clusters yields condensates with compositions similar to the
starting minerals, whereas vapor-phase condensates must

Fig. 9. The stability limits of the important solid phases in the
pressure regime of interest for accretion disks. Also shown are the
typical P-T-combinations in the midplane of the disk and in the
disk atmosphere. As the gas cools in the midplane, at P > 10–3 (bar)
Fe-metal grains condense out before forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and en-
statite (MgSiO3).
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nucleate clusters from the gas (J. Brucato, personal com-
munication; J. Nuth, personal communication).

3.3. Annealing of Amorphous Silicates

Amorphous silicates are prepared for laboratory anneal-
ing experiments using three different processes: vapor con-
densation, laser ablation, and gel desiccation (section 3.2).
Sample preparation techniques impact the composition and
structures of amorphous silicate materials and the tempera-
tures and durations of heating required to anneal these sam-
ples (see Wooden et al., 2005, for a detailed review).

Despite the differences between the chemical composi-
tions and structures of the amorphous silicate samples pre-
pared by different laboratory techniques, the experiments to
anneal amorphous silicates into crystalline silicates come to
some general conclusions: (1) The stoichiometry or chemi-
cal composition of the starting amorphous material is not
altered by annealing, but rather revealed by annealing; Mg-
rich amorphous silicates anneal to Mg-rich crystals, Fe-rich
amorphous silicates anneal to Fe-rich crystals, Mg-Fe amor-
phous silicates anneal to moderately Fe-rich crystals, and
protoforsteritic structures in amorphous enstatite samples
prepared by gel desiccation anneal to forsterite. [Amorphous
oxide mixtures (MgO-SiO2-Fe2O3) prepared by laser abla-
tion and then annealed at 1000 K for 1 h have mid-IR reso-
nant features at the same wavelengths as annealed forster-
ite, but far-IR features at slightly (~0.1–0.3 µm) different
wavelengths (Brucato et al., 2002). This experiment has not
been repeated.] (2) Amorphous magnesiosilica materials an-
neal at lower temperatures than amorphous ferromagnesia
materials (Hallenbeck et al., 1998; Brucato et al., 2002;
Nuth et al., 2005). (3) At ~1100–1000 K, Mg-rich amor-
phous pyroxenes complete annealing in ~1–4 h, with the ex-
ception of vapor-condensed samples, which may take up to
~200 h. (4) At ~1100–1000 K, Mg-rich amorphous olivines
complete their annealing in ~4–12 h or longer (see Table 1
of Wooden et al., 2005, for a summary of activation ener-
gies). (5) Mg-rich crystalline silicate resonances arise from
microcrystalline structures as well as from crystallized 0.1-
µm spherules (Brucato et al., 1999). (6) Domains of long-
range order still may exist within amorphous silicates, even
though neither IR spectroscopy nor X-ray diffraction can
detect periodic structures of crystalline materials in labora-
tory-prepared amorphous silicates (e.g., Colangeli et al.,
2003). Such domains can act as nucleation sites that pro-
mote crystallization more rapidly or at lower annealing tem-
peratures (Thompson et al., 2003; Colangeli et al., 2003;
Brucato et al., 2002). (7) The most highly disordered vapor-
phase condensates take the longest to anneal, with a “stall”
(Hallenbeck et al., 1998) that may be analogous to rear-
rangement into congruent molecular clusters that exist a
priori in amorphous silicates prepared by laser ablation
(Rietmeijer et al., 2002). Hence, the most conservative ap-
proach to computing annealing times is to use the silicate
evolution index (SEI) (Hallenbeck et al., 2000), which char-

acterizes the annealing times of the most disordered amor-
phous silicate samples, i.e., the vapor-phase condensates
(Rietmeijer et al., 2002).

Fe-rich amorphous silicates and Fe-rich crystalline sili-
cates are not identified in the IR spectra of comets, are not
abundant in anhydrous CP IDPs, and are not inferred to ex-
ist from in situ measurements of Halley, so the condensa-
tion and annealing of Fe-rich amorphous silicate phases
appear to play an insignificant role in primary thermal pro-
cessing in the protosolar disk. Even so, it is interesting to
note that Fe-rich amorphous silicates anneal at such high
temperatures that partial vaporization may occur, lessen-
ing the resultant radii of Fe-rich silicate crystals (Nuth and
Johnson, 2006).

Mg-rich amorphous silicates are not an abundant com-
ponent of anhydrous CP IDPs, nor are they deduced to
dominate cometary comae [i.e., comet Hale-Bopp (Harker
et al., 2002)]. If the chemically favored formation of pure-
Mg amorphous silicates by rapid condensation occurred in
the protosolar disk (Fig. 11), then these Mg-rich amorphous
silicates were annealed to Mg-rich crystalline silicates at
>1000 K with nearly 100% efficiency.

Heating GEMS, the Mg-Fe amorphous silicates in anhy-
drous CP IDPs, produces moderately Fe-rich (Mg-Fe) oli-
vine crystals through a subsolidus devitrification (Brownlee
et al., 2005). The absence of Mg-Fe crystalline silicates in
anhydrous CP IDPs and in comet spectra indicate that the
majority of GEMS-like materials never saw temperatures
above ~1000 K (Brownlee et al., 2005).

Mg-rich amorphous silicates anneal at lower tempera-
tures or in less time than Mg-Fe amorphous silicates, so
given a reservoir of Mg-rich and Mg-Fe amorphous sili-
cates, Mg-rich crystalline silicates are more likely an out-
come of the primary thermal processing of annealing. How-
ever, the transient heating events would have to be of just
the right duration to anneal all the Mg-rich amorphous sili-
cates into Mg-rich crystals but not anneal a significant frac-
tion of the Mg-Fe amorphous silicates into Mg-Fe crystal-
line silicates. Given the improbability of this “fine-tuning”
of transient heating events, we look to combine another
physical process — Fe reduction — with annealing to meta-
morphose Mg-Fe amorphous silicates into Mg-rich crystal-
line silicates.

3.4. Removal of Iron from Magnesium-Iron
Silicates by Reduction, on Magnesium-Iron
Interdiffusion Timescales

Experimental heating of Mg-Fe olivines, typically
(Mg0.9,Fe0.1)2SiO4, in a reducing environment causes the
FeO in the mineral to be reduced to Fe-metal, increasing
the Mg content of the olivine, and in many cases forming
Fe-metal blebs on the surface (Allen et al., 1993; Weisberg
et al., 1994). In these experiments, O is scavenged from the
silicates in a “locally reducing” environment caused either
by a low partial pressure of oxygen or by a “reducing agent”
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in contact with the grain surface, such as graphitic C that
combusts to CO or CO2.

Experiments demonstrating Fe-reduction have utilized
a wide variety of heating temperatures and sample prepa-
rations, including ~20–100-µm-radii powders, bulk miner-
als, and thin films. Flash-melting (≥1873 K) chondrule pre-
cursor 20–100-µm-radii ground mineral powders mixed
with ≥5 wt% C produces from (Mgy,Fe(1–y))2SiO4, y = 0.94–
0.89 nearly pure-Mg olivine (Mg0.99,Fe0.01)2SiO4, Fe-metal
grains, and silica (SiO2) (Connolly et al., 1994a,b; Connolly,
1996). Even though within the furnace the oxygen fugacity
is log( fO2

[bar]) ≈ –9.5, the oxygen fugacity in the “local
environment” of the melt is lower, log( fO2

[bar]) ≈ –12. At
1873 K, the canonical solar nebula had log( fO2

[bar]) = –14.7
(–2.7 dex lower than in the experiment), so Fe reduction
can occur in an “oxygen-rich” environment compared to the
solar nebula.

For Fe reduction to occur in the subsolidus, C must be
present on grain surfaces:  Heating of a bulk sample of Mg-
rich olivine (Mg0.90,Fe0.1)2SiO4 for 5–48 h at 1373 K, i.e.,
at a lower temperature than melts, generates log( fO2

[bar]) =
–13, well below (by more than 4 dex) the equilibrium oxy-
gen fugacity, and causes Fe-metal blebs to form on the sur-
face, as well as a gradient in the Mg2+-Fe2+ concentration
(less Fe2+) and excess SiO2 in the near-surface region, by
the reaction

Fe2SiO4 in olivine + 2Cgraphite =

2Fein surface metal + SiO2 in silicate + 2COin gas

Heating at 1000 K a thin film of Mg-rich amorphous oli-
vine, (Mgy,Fe(1–y))2SiO4) with y = 0.9, reduces the FeO to
0.002–0.05-µm Fe-metal within the amorphous olivine and
generates domains of 0.05–0.25-µm-sized pure-Mg crystal-
line olivine (Mg2SiO4) (Davoisne et al., 2006). In summary,
under low oxygen fugacity ( fO2

) conditions produced on
grain surfaces or in the vicinity of grains by the combus-
tion of C into CO and CO2, Fe reduction can produce em-
bedded nanophase or surface Fe-metal grains. Under solar
nebula conditions S is available in the gas phase, so in con-
junction with Fe reduction, Fe1–xS grains may form (Keller
et al., 2000). Fe1–xS grains are a component of CP IDPs and
GEMS subgrains (Keller et al., 2005).

Carbon is an abundant component of cometary grain
materials, either as elemental C in the form of amorphous
carbon or poorly graphitized carbon, or in organic grain
materials that can be converted to elemental C by heating
(Keller et al., 1996). The higher relative abundance of C in
cometary materials compared with meteoritic materials, as
well as the intimate contact between carbonaceous and sili-
ceous minerals in anhydrous CP IDPs, supports the plausi-
bility of the scenario that Fe reduction occurred in the so-
lar nebula, fueled by abundant C in primitive grains (sec-
tions 2.2 and 2.3).

Can Fe reduction be efficient enough to explain the ab-
sence of Mg-Fe silicate crystals in cometary grains? The

rate of Fe reduction appears to be governed by the Mg2+-
Fe2+ interdiffusion rates (Lemelle et al., 2001). Fe reduction
generates a gradient in the Mg2+-Fe2+ concentration because
there is less Fe+2 beneath the surface where Fe-metal has
been reduced on the surface. A “diffussivity” parameter is
derived for Fe reduction that “is close to the diffusivity of
Fe2+-Mg2+ in olivine” (Lemelle et al., 2001, citing Naka-
mura and Schmalzried, 1984; Chakraborty, 1997). Figure 10
shows the interdiffusion rates for Fe2+-Mg2+ (data taken
from figures in Chakraborty, 1997) and the diffusion rate
derived for the Fe reduction to Fe-metal on the surface at
1373 K (Lemelle et al., 2001). Also shown in Fig. 10 is the
diffusion rate deduced from the heating of 0.05–0.1-µm-
radii GEMS at 1000 K for “a few hours” (Brownlee et al.,
2005), the consequence of which was both the homogeni-
zation (complete Mg2+-Fe2+ interdiffusion) and the anneal-
ing to a “moderately Fe-rich” (denoted herein Mg-Fe) crys-
talline olivine. The lower the concentration of Fe, the longer
the diffusion time and longer the reduction time.

From the interdiffusion rates (Fig. 10), we compute the
Fe reduction times for a 0.1-µm-radii grain, the typical size
of a monomer within an aggregate CP IDP (Table 1). Diffu-
sion is a “random walk” process, so t(s) = a(cm)2/D(cm2 s–1).
At 1200 K, the timescales for Fe reduction of a 0.1-µm-radii
(Mg0.5,Fe0.5)2SiO4 (Fo50) crystal is about 0.2 h, which is
faster than the completion time for annealing for Fe2SiO4
(Fo0) (1 h at 1273 K), slower than for Mg2SiO4 (Fo100) (1 h
at 1073 K) (Brucato et al., 2002; see Wooden et al., 2005,
for a comparison of annealing times), and slower for GEMS
(Brownlee et al., 2005). A better comparison between the
Fe reduction times and annealing time must await future
experiments on the annealing of amorphous Mg-Fe silicates
and GEMS. The best we can infer from the current labora-
tory data is that Fe reduction may transform submicrometer
Mg-Fe silicates to Mg-rich silicates on timescales similar
to or somewhat (maybe up to a factor of 10×) longer than
annealing timescales.

4. GRAIN HEATING AND RADIAL
MIXING IN DISKS

The metamorphism of Mg-Fe amorphous silicates into
Mg-rich crystalline silicates can occur in the hotter, inner
disk on long timescales under conditions of “equilibrium +
radial diffusion” (Fig. 11). Large-scale radial transport sub-
sequently is required to transport the crystals out to the
colder, icy comet-forming regions. Midplane temperatures
of 1400–1000 K needed to condense or anneal Mg-rich
crystalline silicates only occur out to 2–4 AU at early times
in protosolar disk evolution when the mass accretion rates
are high (e.g., 10–5 M  yr–1 < M < 10–6 M  yr–1) (Bell et
al., 2000). In the early (<300,000 yr) collapse, rapid redis-
tribution of angular momentum phase of the protosolar disk,
a warm nebula model generates a uniform crystalline mass
fraction of ~0.1 throughout the disk (Bockelée-Morvan et
al., 2002). A greater fraction of the collapsing mass can be
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processed through this hotter, inner region of the disk for
higher angular momentum cloud cores, yielding a higher
uniform crystalline fraction (Dullemond et al., 2006).

In contrast to these uniform crystalline fractions pro-
duced in very early stages of disk evolution, models for ac-
tive disks that incorporate the advection-diffusion-reaction
equations can produce radial-gradients in the crystalline
fractions (fcryst). Even as the accretion rates decline with
time, fcryst spreads to the outer disk regions. These models
for actively accreting disks produce radial gradients in the
silicate crystalline fraction, with values of a few tens of per-
cent at ~5 AU (section 4.1). These values of fcryst are at most
factors of a few lower than the range determined for Oort
cloud comets (section 2.3): Methods to assess fcryst use the
mass of submicrometer silicate crystals ratioed to the mass

of only submicrometer amorphous silicates or to the mass
of submicrometer- to 10-µm-radii amorphous silicates, de-
riving fcryst ~ 0.6–0.8 or fcryst ~ 0.4, respectively, from the
same IR spectra. A model that uses nonspherical particles,
submicrometer crystals, and submicrometer- to 100-µm-
radii amorphous silicates derives a comparitively very low
crystalline fraction of fcryst ~ 0.075 (section 2.3) (Min et al.,
2005a).

Mg-rich crystals may form by “transient heating” events
such as shocks. Larger volumes of the disk are at lower
temperatures, so annealing mechanisms (>1000 K) can act
over larger volumes than can evaporation and condensation
(>1400 K). As the mass accretion rates decline as the disks
evolve with time, annealing can continue to act at disk radii
where temperatures are too low for evaporation and conden-
sation. Transient heating events include shocks, X-ray flares,
and temperature increases arising from increases in opac-
ity, such as may occur when inwardly migrating planetesi-
mals evaporate and increase the dust-to-gas ratio (Cuzzi et
al., 2003). At larger disk radii, shocks may not require large-
scale radial transport (depending on the number of shocks
and the shock speeds) to deliver Mg-rich crystals to comet-
forming zones (section 4.2). To produce Mg-rich crystals by
annealing, transient heating events need to remove Fe, pos-

Fig. 10. Temperature-dependence of diffusion coefficients D (cm2 s–1) for the interdiffusion of Fe2+ with Mg2+ (Chakraborty, 1997),
and for Fe reduction from crystalline olivine (Fo90) at 1373 K. Reduction proceeds at approximately interdiffusion rates (Lemelle et
al., 2001). Fe2+ diffuses faster in Mg-Fe (Fo50) compared to Mg-rich (Fo86, Fo92) crystalline olivine.

TABLE 1. Fe reduction times for a 1-µm-radius grain.

(Mg0.5,Fe0.5)2SiO4 (Mg0.92,Fe0.08)2SiO4

T(K) t(s) t(h) t(s) t(h)

1000 2.3E4 6.4 1.8E6 494
1200 630 0.2 1.6E4 4.4
1400 20 0.006 630 0.2
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sibly via Fe reduction (Fig. 11), from the Mg-Fe amorphous
silicate grains (sections 3.1 and 3.3).

Both Deep Impact Mission results (section 2.3) and re-
cent observations of Herbig Ae/Be stars with the MIDI 10-
µm interferometric instrument indicate that radial-dependent
crystalline fractions exist in protoplanetary disks. MIDI ob-
servations show crystalline fractions are enhanced in inner
disks by factors of 2–6 (van Boekel et al., 2004). Similar

enhancements in the inner disk crystalline fraction are de-
duced from χ2-fits of passive disk models to observed Her-
big Ae/Be star SEDs (Harker et al., 2005a). Both “equilib-
rium + radial diffusion” and “transient heating” models for
the formation of Mg-rich crystals out of the initial reservoir
of Mg-Fe amorphous silicates have the potential to produce
the silicate crystalline fractions derived from observations
of comets and external protoplanetary disks.

Fig. 11. Scenarios for the thermal metamorphosis of the silicate mineral complex in protoplanetary disks. Equilibrium + radial trans-
port in accretion disks provide conditions for thermodynamically regulated condensation, which converts ISM amorphous Mg-Fe sili-
cates into crystalline pure-Mg silicates and Fe-grains. Transient heating processes, such as in shocks, can (upper path) rapidly condense
amorphous pure-Mg silicates that can subsequently be annealed into crystalline pure-Mg silicates. Transient heating also can (lower
path) anneal amorphous Mg-Fe silicates to crystalline Mg-Fe silicates. Fe reduction in the subsolidus phase may remove Fe from
crystalline Mg-Fe silicates, transforming them to crystalline Mg-rich silicates. Annealing and Fe reduction can occur at similar tem-
peratures, but Fe reduction may be slower (see section 3.3). In comets and anhydrous CP IDPs, some grain materials are present (bold
borders) and some are not (dashed borders).
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4.1. Crystalline Radial Gradients in Accretion Disks

In recent time-dependent two-dimensional models for the
mineralogical evolution of grains in active accretion disks
(Gail, 2001, 2004; Wehrstedt and Gail, in preparation), mass
accretion carries amorphous Mg-Fe silicate grains into the
warm inner disk zones where high temperature equilibrium
processes, e.g., homogenization, Mg-Fe diffusion, anneal-
ing, and vaporization followed by condensation (Gail, 2004),
convert the Mg-Fe amorphous silicates, which are nonequi-
librium mixtures, into a chemical equilibrium mixture of
Fe-grains and Mg-rich crystalline silicates. The Mg-rich
crystals are then mixed outward by radial transport mecha-
nisms including turbulent diffusion and large-scale circu-
lation currents. The mass accretion rate follows a somewhat
rapid decline (Fig. 12), yielding a mass accretion rate of 3 ×
10–8 M  yr–1 at a disk age of t = 106 yr for the initial set
of disk parameters (e.g., angular momentum and initial
mass) (Wehrstedt and Gail, in preparation). The fraction of
all olivines that have been transformed by time t to Mg-
rich crystalline olivine is shown in Fig 13. In the time-de-
pendent two-dimensional model, the radial dependences of
the crystalline fractions for olivines and pyroxenes practi-
cally are equivalent (Table 2 in Wehrstedt and Gail, in
preparation). Specifically, in the two-dimensional disk
model, at 5 AU the crystalline fraction fcryst evolves from
~0.3 to 0.1 between 105 and 106 yr. These theoretical re-
sults therefore suggest that models for a less rapidly evolv-
ing protosolar disk will produce higher silicate crystalline
fractions in the comet-forming zones (section 2.3).

Model calculations based on stationary one-zone α-disks
for the dust evolution (Gail, 2004), however, overestimate
the crystalline fraction (fcryst) at >20 AU because mixing
cannot transport matter from the innermost parts of the disk
(r < 1 AU) significantly beyond 20 AU within 106 yr.

Dust grains contribute significantly to the disk opacity.
Changes in opacity due to the metamorphosis of the sili-
cate mineralogy from Mg-Fe amorphous silicates (“Fe-rich”
silicates of Pollack et al., 1994) to Mg-rich crystalline sili-
cates, however, only moderately impacts the vertical optical
depth and the disk’s vertical structure (Fig. 6 of Gail, 2004).

4.2. Transient Grain Heating in Shocks

The physics of particle heating in shock waves dictates
the peak temperature and duration of heating, as discussed
and compared in detail in Desch et al. (2005). Several shock
mechanisms, advanced as explanations for the melting of
chondrules, could create shocks with sufficient speeds to
anneal amorphous silicate grains. Accretion shocks with
Vs > a few km s–1 are predicted in the vicinity of a proto-
jovian nebula (Nelson and Ruffert, 2005), which may anneal
grains in the 5–10 AU region where Oort cloud comets form.
Gravitational instabilities in a disk with mass ~0.1 M  are
predicted to generate shocks with speeds up to ~10 km s–1

throughout the disk (Boss and Durisen, 2005). Annealing
by shocks could persist as long as the disk is gravitation-
ally unstable beyond these typical radii. According to the
calculations of Bell et al. (1997), this requires only that the
mass flux through the protoplanetary disk exceed ~10–9 M
yr–1, a condition that could persist for many millions of
years in protoplanetary disks (Gullbring et al., 1998). Shock
speeds ~5 km s–1 therefore seem achievable at heliocentric
distances less than about 16 AU (where the Keplerian speed
is 15 km s–1) in the protosolar disk.

The fraction of silicate grains that could be processed
by shocks is not known, but in principle could be a sub-
stantial fraction of all dust interior to the radii at which these

Fig. 12. Time dependence of the mass accretion rate in two-di-
mensional active disk models (Wehrstedt and Gail, in preparation).

Fig. 13. From time-dependent two-dimensional models, the radial
dependence of the crystalline olivine fraction (fcryst) at t = 105 and
106 yr (Wehrstedt and Gail, in preparation). A stationary model
(Gail, 2004) with an accretion rate of 3 × 10–8 M  yr–1 over esti-
mates (fcryst) at r > 10 AU.
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shocks occur. It is important to note that shock models for
water-rich regions of the nebula suggest the possible in situ
aqueous alteration of olivine into layer lattice or phyllo-
silicates (Ciesla and Cuzzi, 2005). Phyllosilicates are miss-
ing from comet comae [<1% of montmorillonite in comet
Hale-Bopp (Wooden et al., 1999; Wooden, 2002)] and rare
in anhydrous CP IDPs (Bradley, 1988; Flynn et al., 2003);
this suggests in situ aqueous alteration of siliceous grains
was not efficient, shocks were not prevalent in the water-
rich region, or radial mixing of phyllosilicates out to the
comet-forming zone was extremely inefficient. An impor-
tant aspect of shock scenarios is that once the transient
heating has ended, the disk gas and dust must necessarily
return to its ambient temperature. The presence of high- and
low-temperature materials in comets implies mixing be-
tween shocked and unshocked regions.

Here, an approximation to the physics of the Connolly
and Desch (2002) model is used to demonstrate that Mg-
rich amorphous silicate grains can reach temperatures of
~1200 K for a fraction of a second, and therefore can be 
annealed (Harker and Desch, 2002). We consider a 5 km
s–1 shock incident upon a gas of ambient density (ρamb ≈
10–10 g cm–3). The shock of Mach number 5.4 compresses
the H2 gas by a factor of 6. After crossing the shock front,
gas is immediately (∆t << 1 ms) slowed to one-sixth of the
incident shock speed, gas heated from Tgas = 150 K →
2000 K. The gas then cools quickly as it collides with and
exchanges thermal energy with dust grains; the stopping
times for grains of radii a are short, 1.7 (a/1 µm) s. The
grains are heated by frictional heating and by absorbing ra-
diation from other grains in the vicinity, and are cooled by
emitting radiation. Because the timescale for radiative equi-
librium is so short, the peak temperature is found by bal-
ancing heating and cooling

8

1
4πa2QemσT4

dust = 4πa2QabsπJ + 4πa2 ρdV3
drift

Here Qem is the Planck-average emissivity [Qem(λ) = Qabs(λ)]
(Fig. 4) of a grain at its peak temperature; Qabs is the Planck-
average emissivity of the grain at the temperature of the
incident radiation field, characterized by the (frequency in-
tegrated) mean intensity Jgrains of the emission from the
surrounding dust, which depends on the local (dust-domi-
nated) opacity. Given the density of the silicate dust grain
ρd ≈ 3 g cm–3, {Qem, Qabs} for Mg-Fe amorphous pyroxene
(Mg0.5,Fe0.5)SiO3, and a shock with speed Vs = 5 km s–1,
then minimum ambient gas densities of 0.6, 2.0, 4.0, and
5.0 × 10–10 are required for grains of radii a = 0.10, 0.25,
0.5, and 1.0 µm to reach 1200 K for ~0.1 s and 1200 ≤
Tdust ≤ 1150 K for ~1 s, sufficient to anneal amorphous Mg-
silicates (SEI) (Hallenbeck et al., 1998, 2000; Brucato et al.,
1999; Wooden et al., 2005).

For the protosolar disk, these ambient gas densities of
~10–10 g cm–3 are typically found at ~1–10 AU, depending
on the mass flux and turbulent viscosity parameter α (Bell
et al., 1997). For disks around 2 M  Herbig Ae/Be stars,
midplane gas densities of ~10–10 g cm–3 can occur, with un-

certainty of at least a factor of 3, at ~1.5× greater distances
than in the protosolar disk. Shocks driven by gravitational
instabilities appear capable of annealing submicrometer
silicate grains out to ~10 AU in the solar system disk, and
out to perhaps 20–30 AU in Herbig Ae/Be disks.

The peak grain temperature in the shock depends on the
silicate grain mineralogy. Silicate grains are bathed in the
radiation field of other grains of approximately the same
temperatures, so Qem(a) ≈ Qabs(a) ∝ aTdust, where a is the
grain radius. Thus, the peak temperature may be approxi-
mated as

8σQem

Jgrains +T4
dust =

ρV3
drift

σ
π

From this approximate formula one sees that high peak tem-
peratures are achieved by high gas densities, high shock
speeds, or low wavelength-dependent emissivities [Qλ(a)]
(Fig. 4) at wavelengths near the peak of their absorption/
emission (≈3 µm for T = 1200 K), i.e., low Qλ(a) by either
their mineralogy or their smaller grain radii a. Our calcu-
lated dust temperatures are for amorphous Mg-Fe grains.
Since Mg-rich silicates have lower emissivities at near-IR
wavelengths than Mg-Fe silicates by a factor of ~30 in the
near-IR (Fig. 4) (Dorschner et al., 1995), one expects amor-
phous Mg-rich silicate grains to achieve higher temperatures
(by a factor of ≈301/4 = 2.3×) than amorphous Mg-Fe silicate
grains of the same grain radius, although the exact factor of
temperature increase is sensitive to the calculated radiation
field Jgrains. At near-IR wavelengths, Qem is approximately
linearly dependent on grain radius (Fig. 4), so smaller shock
velocities are required to heat smaller grains to the same
temperatures. Smaller particles also are stopped quicker
(tstop ≈ aρp/ρCs ∝ a) and therefore heated for a shorter time.

While the peak temperatures of 1200–1150 K occur for
only ~0.1–1 s, grain temperatures of >1000 K are sustained
for fractions of an hour (see Desch et al., 2005, for a de-
tailed discussion of the parameters that affect this tempera-
ture plateau). If at 1200 K, a 0.1-µm Mg-Fe (Fo50) olivine
grain requires 600 s (10 min) to reduce the Fe out of the
grain on diffusion timescales (Table 1), then this grain would
have to be exposed to multiple shocks for it to undergo a
metamorphosis to a Mg-rich crystal (section 3.3). If a pla-
teau of warmer temperatures (~1000 K) precedes the shock
(for >1 h) and is sustained postshock (for more than several
hours, as suggested by Fig. 1 of Desch et al., 2005), then
annealing at ~1200 K and Fe reduction at ~1000 K could
happen in the same shock.

5. CONCLUSIONS: CONSTRAINTS ON
TRANSIENT HEATING EVENTS

PROVIDED BY COMETARY GRAINS

Cometary grains contain volatile organics, refractory or-
ganics, and refractory mineral species. Studies of anhydrous
CP IDPs and in situ measurements show that comet grains
are intimate mixtures of ISM materials and materials ther-
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mally processed in the protosolar disk. Primary thermal
processing and radial transport was happening to submicro-
meter-sized subgrains at the time of growth of aggregate
grains, prior to the incorporation into cometary nuclei. Com-
etary organic materials were the probable precursors of me-
teoritic organics and best represent solid-phase ISM organic
species. Comparisons between organic species in anhydrous
CP IDPs and primitive carbonaceous meteorites reveal the
effects of thermal processsing. Cometary volatile organic
grain species produce “distributed sources” in cometary co-
mae and have such short lifetimes that they only can be
studied in comae. The mere survival of these volatile and
refractory organics demonstrates that a significant mass of
the outer disk was not subjected to the temperatures re-
quired to form crystalline silicates (>1000 K).

Based on the evidence presented here, Mg-rich crystals
are (1) gas-phase condensates that formed under “equilib-
rium conditions” (thermodynamically controlled conditions)
or (2) Mg-rich amorphous silicate gas-phase condensates
that formed during “transient heating” events (kinetically
controlled conditions) and that were subsequently annealed
with ~100% efficiency, or (3) Mg-Fe amorphous silicates
that experienced both annealing and Fe reduction (and Mg-
Fe interdiffusion) metamorphosis that removed the Fe from
the grains. Mg-Fe amorphous silicates are abundant in com-
etary materials, while Mg-Fe crystalline silicates are absent.
Therefore, the proposed metamorphosis mechanism (3)
needs to be either efficient in converting over a sufficiently
long time the entire volume of annealed grains or so effi-
cient that it works in shocks.

Once Mg-rich silicates form, the reducing conditions
[low oxygen fugacity log( fO2

)] of the solar nebula favor the
maintenance of the separation of Fe into Fe-metal or FeS
(i.e., Fe not in the silicates), so condensation is a straight-
forward mechanism to form Mg-rich crystals. Time-depen-
dent two-dimensional models for the protosolar disk under
conditions of “equilibrium + radial diffusion” can produce
radial gradients in the crystalline fraction fcryst. Relatively
rapidly evolving two-dimensional disks produce a crystal-
line fraction at ~5 AU of fcryst ≈ 0.3 in 105 yr, which de-
clines at ~5 AU to fcryst ≈ 0.1 at 106 yr while increasing fcryst
at larger radii (section 4.1). These fcryst are near or a factor
of a few lower than the crystalline fraction deduced for the
submicrometer portion of the comae grain populations of
Oort cloud comets (see section 2.3 for caveats in comput-
ing the crystalline fraction using different grain size distri-
butions).

Mass accretion rates decline with time, shrinking the re-
gimes of the disk that are hot enough for condensation and
annealing. Therefore, it is advantageous to consider the ef-
fects that “transient heating” events such as shocks can have
on the production of Mg-rich crystalline silicates.

Shocks are likely to occur in protoplanetary disks (sec-
tion 4.2). At 5–10 AU, shock speeds produce dust tempera-
tures insufficient to vaporize dust grains but sufficient to
anneal Mg-rich amorphous silicates into Mg-rich crystals.
Grains that are shock heated may be exposed to a peak

shock temperature of ~1150–1200 K for 0.1–1 s and a pla-
teau of higher temperatures of ~1000 K for 0.3–1 h pre-
shock and for approximately several hours postshock. There-
fore, Fe reduction at ~1000 K concurrent with annealing is
a possible mechanism for the metamorphosis of Mg-Fe sili-
cates to Mg-rich silicates during transient heating events in
the solar nebula.

Fe reduction is facilitated by the relatively high carbon
abundances in cometary grains, including the amorphous
carbon or poorly graphitized carbon and organic materials
that appear to be the “glue” that holds together the refractory
mineral subgrains, primarily (>70% by mass, section 2.3)
Mg-Fe amorphous silicates. When carbon is in contact with
silicate mineral grain surfaces, the combustion of C into CO
and CO2 produces an even lower “local” oxygen fugacity
so that Fe reduction can occur in the subsolidus, forming
embedded nanophase Fe or Fe-metal blebs on grain sur-
faces. For submicrometer-radii grains, Fe reduction can oc-
cur in 10 min to ~6 h at temperatures of 1200–1000 K. An-
nealing occurs at these timescales or faster, depending on
the Mg content of the initial amorphous silicate material.

Annealing plus Fe reduction implies the presence of crys-
talline Mg-rich silicates, e.g., Fo90–Fo75, whereas conden-
sation in chemical equilibrium implies crystalline pure-Mg
silicates, e.g., Fo100. Mg-rich and pure-Mg crystalline sili-
cates are found in anhydrous CP IDPs (section 2.3), and a
census of their relative mass fractions is a subject of current
research on anhydrous CP IDPs.

In conclusion, an efficient mechanism for the metamor-
phosis of Mg-Fe amorphous silicates to Mg-rich amorphous
silicates is needed for annealing scenarios to succeed and for
shock-annealing scenarios to prevail. Furthermore, large-
scale radial transport of crystalline grains is required by
scenarios (1) and (2), while it may not be for scenario (3).
Future models of radial transport will contribute to our as-
sessment of how far, at what rate, and over what timescales
different radial transport mechanisms can act.
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